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THE THIRD INSTALLMENT OF THE GEOLOGY DEPARTMENT
NEWSLETTER – TERM IS LONG GONE AND SUMMER MAY BE
HERE SOON BY TIM STOKES

Welcome to the third installment of the Thrust. The
Spring 2008 term is well and
truly over and summer is almost here! Now is time for us
geo-instructors to catch up,
plan for next year and maybe
even dabble in some research.
Some of the highlights from
last term included:
•

•

•
&
9
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The unveiling of the
Palm Fossil and the
Fossil Picnic
The arrival of the thin
section saw and polisher
Field trips a plenty: Gabriola, Hornby, Quadra,
Horne Lake, Victoria…..

•

Pumpfest 2008 at Deep
Bay

•

Field School 2008

•

Graduation of two more
students with Minors in
Earth Science – well
done Lynne and Anna.
Both are planning to do
the 8 month GIS program.

The downside to the end of
last term was the issues relating to budget cuts and layoffs
– not much fun to deal with.
As a result of these cuts there
were some serious concerns
as to whether the department
could still satisfactorily function and provide its core program ‘The Minor in Earth Science’. At the end of all the

The new fossil find at Value Village!!

discussions and meetings
we find ourselves with almost the same resources
as before, and hence will
be able to continue offering all of the key courses
required for the Earth Science Minor.

Diploma.

One of the main issues the
department has to address
is enrollment numbers.
We need more students to
take geology courses as
electives and to be part of
the Minor in Earth Science
program! Some of the
ways to address next year’s
enrollment include the introduction of GEOL 111A
and GEOL 112A, which are
non lab versions of these
100-level courses. Over
the summer we will also be
putting together a Geology
Department Advisory
Group (an outside body of
geoscience professionals
to offer feedback on what
we do and to provide a link
to the working world), plus
we are developing a 2-year
Earth Science Technician

This course will provide you
will all the information you
need to know about Climate Change, what we
know about the past climates from the geologic
record, how it is effecting
us now and how it will effect us in the future.

Two new and exiting
courses that will be on offer in the fall including:
GEOL 412 – Climate
Change: Past, Present and
Future

GEOL 302 – Mineral Resources
This course will focus on
mineral deposits and the
geologic processes that
form them, plus it will examine mineral exploration
techniques, discuss the
basics of mineral economics, and also look at the
environmental and social
issues related to mining.
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PUMPFEST 2008 REPORT BY STEVE EARLE

On April 4th and 5th, 2008 students in
Hydrogeology (GEOL-304) got to participate in a 24 hour pump test of the water
supply well at the Centre for Shellfish
Research field station at Deep Bay. That
meant camping overnight with a nice
bonfire and hot dogs and, for some, staying up all night to take readings! Fun!
We also got to design, build and install a
v-notch weir, do some surveying, plus
sample the supply well and the monitoring wells for water chemistry.
It was a great learning experience to see
what goes into testing the production
capacity of the well, and it was made
even better by the fact that not everything went as planned! For example, we
overestimated the capacity of the well, so
we started pumping too fast and drew
the water level down to below the pump
intake (not recommended!).
Stage height measurement at the V-notch

‘It was a great
learning experience
to see what goes
into testing the
production capacity
of a well, and it was
made even better
by the fact that not
everything went as
planned!
The Pumpfest Team in action!
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THE SAND DUNES OF SAVARY ISLAND: AN INVESTIGATION INTO THEIR GEOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS OF FORMATION BY TIM STOKES

Preliminary research has been
carried out by the author to investigate the geological characteristics and nature of sand
dunes that occur on Savary Island; which is located in Georgia Strait approximately 15 km
to the northeast of Powell River.
Some of the specific research
goals are to: 1) examine the
processes that formed both the
ancient forested sand dunes
and the more recent sand
dunes present along the shoreline, 2) distinguish the wind
blown dune sands from other
sands present on the island,
and 3) use these data to provide
information on past environments and climatic conditions.
Savary Island is primarily comprised of ‘Quadra Sand’, which
is a thick deposit of sand laid
down by glacial melt water
streams prior to the beginning of
the last ice age (the Fraser Glaciation) approximately 20,000
years ago. In the centre of
Savary Island a series of forested sand dunes occur within
an ‘ecologically sensitive zone/
protected area’ and are charac-

terized by distinct northwestsoutheast
trending
linear
ridges that can be traced for up
to 200-300 m. Preliminary examination of these dunes revealed an apparent asymmetry
of the side slopes to these linear ridges. Along the southern
side of this central island area
the linear dunes appear to be
replaced by more irregular and
hummocky dunes. These hummocky dunes are associated
with lesser forest cover and
extend out to the southern
shoreline.

Visual observation also revealed a distinct colour difference between the dune sands
(an orange brown) and the bluff
sands (a light beige). Microscope examination found that
the dune sand grains are well
sorted, subrounded and comprised of predominately quartz
with minor dark minerals (e.g.,
amphibole), while the bluff sand
grains are less well sorted,
more angular and are comprised of quartz plus a significant amount of fine mica and
minor dark minerals.

A small number of surface
sand samples were collected
from the dune area, nearby
bluffs (which expose the
Quadra Sands) and beaches.
These samples were analyzed
in the Malaspina Geology Lab
by Melissa Dinsdale for grain
size and examined under a
microscope for their composition. Grain size analysis confirmed the visual observation
that the dune sands are generally coarser than the Quadra
Sands exposed along the
shoreline bluffs.

Conclusions from this preliminary work suggest are that
there were probably two episodes of sand dune formation
that have occurred on the island. The older (ancient) forested dunes in centre of island
likely formed at some time after
the end of glaciation and prior
to significant development of
vegetation or forest cover. The
asymmetric nature of the forested dunes suggests that they
likely formed by strong prevailing winds that came from a
southwesterly direction.
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SAND DUNES OF SAVARY ISLAND CONTINUED

The sands that formed these
dunes probably came from
the Quadra Sands, however,
the exact processes by
which they were derived and
transported requires more
investigation. A later second
set of dunes appears to
overprint the ridges of these
older dunes forming the
more irregular and hummocky dunes along the
southern shoreline. These
latter dunes likely formed
due to winds from the southeast, which is the present
day prevailing wind direction..

The work to date is a first step
in trying to uncover the geological history of sand dune
formation on Savary Island,
as well as the likely sediment
sources and transport processes. Of particular interest
is the timing and environmental conditions of the dune
formation, as this could provide more information on exactly how and possible why
climates changed since the
end of the last glacial period.
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FIELD SCHOOL FUN 2008 BY TIM STOKES

The intrepid ‘Group of
Seven’ took on the task of
the second version of geology field school (GEOL 206)
that was held on Quadra and
Texada Islands from April 27
to May 6, 2008. As usual
this was a great learning experience for all. Our accommodations varied this year
from the relative peace and
serenity of Discovery Lodge
on the Quadra to the downtown hustle and bustle of the
hostel in Powell River next to
the liquor store and pub!
This year we had the opportunity to do daily commute
(plus card games) to Texada
Island and used some of the
facilities of the Powell River
Malaspina Campus.
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MT. ST. HELENS FIELD TRIP BY NATALIE CIELANGA

The Earth Sciences club sponsored trip to Mt. St. Helens was a huge success! One day was spent exploring the south side of the volcano where features remain from a 2000 year old lava flow. We made our
way through a lava tube that is over a mile long and
explored some holes left by trees in the rock.
The evidence of the 1980 blast remains on the north
side of the volcano. Barren landscapes, hummocks
and blasted tree stumps are visible on the journey to
the lookout. We were fortunate to have clear skies
on this day so we were able to get a good look at the
crater and the growing cone within.
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